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“You are just telling me the law is blind if there is some statute out there?”1

Appointed by: President Ronald Reagan, 1988.
Law School: Wake Forest University, J.D., 1970.
Military Experience:  U.S. Army Major, 1962-72; Silver Star, Bronze Star with “V,” oak
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Paratrooper Badge; Ranger; Combat Infantryman’s Badge.
Prior Government & Prosecutorial Experience:  Legislative Counsel, U.S. Secretary of
the Army, 1971-72; Assistant U.S. Attorney, E.D. North Carolina, 1973-74; Deputy Special
Counsel, Executive Office of the President, 1974.
Prior Legal Experience: General Counsel, Dixon Marketing, Inc., 1972; Solo Practitioner,
1974-75; Howard, Vincent & Duffus, 1975-80; Howard, Browning, Sams & Poole, 1981-86;
Howard, Browning, Sams, Poole, Hill & Daniel, 1986-88.

Background and Reputation in the Legal Community

Judge Howard was educated at West Point and entered active military service for ten years
after  graduation.  For his service in Vietnam, he was awarded multiple medals and
commendations including a Purple Heart.2  Leaving the army as a Major, he attended law
school at Wake Forest.  He returned to the military as a lawyer, serving as legislative counsel
to the Secretary of the Army.  He went back to North Carolina as an Assistant U.S. Attorney
for two years before another stint in Washington, D.C. as a Staff Assistant to the President.
In 1974, Judge Howard again returned to North Carolina where he entered private practice
for fourteen years before being appointed to the bench by President Reagan.

As a judge, Howard gets strong marks from attorneys.  Most lawyers interviewed say that
Judge Howard has very good legal ability.  Typical comments included “He is a good federal
judge.” “He is knowledgeable.” “He is solid.”  “He is pragmatic.”  Judge Howard also gets
high marks for his temperament, civility, and willingness to let lawyers try their cases without
much interference.  Nevertheless, lawyers note that, “He is a West Point guy.  That dominates
his judicial temperament.” “He puts a high value on respect.”  “He expects a lot of out of the
lawyers. He expects you to be prepared. He expects you to know what you are doing.”

Civil and criminal lawyers commend Howard for his fairness. Responses included, “I don’t
sense any leanings.  Philosophically, he is conservative, but you really don’t pick up any of
that,” and “You get a fair shake from him.”  Some defense lawyers believe he has a slight
conservative bias, with one noting that “if there is a close issue, the government will probably
get the call.” Another stated, “He is pro-government – but not as much as a lot of other
federal judges.”
On sentencing, Judge Howard is perceived as fair but tough.  Lawyers state that “He can be
compassionate.” “He works within the guidelines.  He is as fair as he can be – within the
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Sentencing Transcript at 41, 43, United States v. Larry Oliver Schultz, No. 97-37-02-CR-3-H
(E.D.N.C., Jan. 19, 1993).
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He remained in the reserve for ten years after leaving active duty.



guidelines.  He will depart downwards if you have the grounds.”  A few lawyers believe that
he is tough in drug cases and white collar cases but will “bend over backwards for women
with kids.”  Another noted, “He has a good sense of what the Mickey Mouse crimes are
versus the real crimes.”

In 1989, Judge Howard ordered activist attorney William Kunstler and two colleagues to pay
over $122,000 as a sanction for filing a frivolous suit charging local officials with bad faith
prosecution and violating the First Amendment rights of their Native American clients.  The
penalty included $10,000 levied against each lawyer for publicizing their claims.  The Fourth
Circuit affirmed the imposition of sanctions but remanded for reconsideration of the amounts.

Larry Oliver Schultz

Offense: Aiding & Abetting Bank Robbery (two counts); Aiding &
Abetting Use of a Firearm in Relation to a Crime of Violence (two counts).
Sentence: 41 months + 300 months (gun counts) = 341 months.
Projected Release Date: July 14, 2017.

Larry Schultz states that he was raised by loving
parents.  He graduated from high school and attended
Fayetteville Technical Community College to study
fine arts.  In 1990, he enlisted in the Army and was
assigned to Fort Bragg, North Carolina, as a supply
specialist/mail clerk, where his father also worked as
a civilian employee. Over the next two years,
however, Larry’s life descended into chaos.  In the
spring of 1992, he was living with his girlfriend,
Sunisa, and their friend, Mark Witherall. Witherall
had recently been discharged from the military after being diagnosed with a personality
disorder and he had become erratic and dangerous.  As a result, Witherall had no income,3
and Larry and Sunisa were also experiencing financial difficulties.4

When Witherall decided to turn to robbery to solve their joint financial predicaments, Sunisa
and Larry agreed to help. Witherall began observing a “Mr. Check and Cash” store which he
planned to holdup.  On April 3, 1992, Larry drove Witherall and Sunisa to this “Mr. Check
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 According to his statement at sentencing, Witherall had been selling plasma to support
himself but was barred for eight weeks when a machine broke during a donation. Sent. Tr. at 22.
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From prison, Larry explained a bit more about the source of their financial woes.  Sunisa had
recently driven Larry’s Bronco into a restaurant, damaging both the car and the building.  Larry writes
that his insurance did not cover the building damage and that Sunisa took the car to man named Steve
Wilson who agreed to fix the car and to loan them money.  A week later, Wilson allegedly threatened
Larry with a gun and told him that he had a week to pay.  Although Larry was in the Army, his take
home pay was not sufficient to cover this loan or the building damage.  Larry acknowledges that he
obviously should have handled his financial problems differently but he cites training deaths in his
unit, racial and other abuse from his sergeant, and under-staffing in his unit as contributing factors
that resulted in a serious episode of depression, which in turn led to his tremendous lapse in judgment.
Letter received August 6, 2005 to author at 1 (on file with author).



and Cash,” but Witherall’s earlier surveillance was apparently flawed, because the store was
closed.  Witherall became angry and the three decided on the spot for Witherall to rob the
nearby Branch Banking and Trust Company in Fayetteville instead. Witherall entered the
bank with a handgun Larry had taken from his Army unit, while Larry and Sunisa waited in a
shop across the street. After firing a pistol into the ceiling, Witherall received approximately
$14,000 from the tellers.  The three then fled together.

Larry and the Sunisa’s take from the robbery was about $3,000.  They used the money to pay
off their debts, fix up their car, with the remaining cash going to new electronics equipment.
Larry also returned the “borrowed” gun to his unit so it wouldn’t be missed.  A few weeks
later, after the loot from the first robbery was gone, the three decided to rob another bank, this
time in Lumberton, North Carolina.  After casing the bank, they agreed that Sunisa and
Witherall would return the next day to commit the crime while Larry remained at work.  The
next day, April 29, 1992, Witherall entered the second bank wearing a wig and sunglasses
and with his own gun that he had purchased after the first robbery.  He shot out the
surveillance camera, took about $18,000, and threw a smoke grenade as he left.  The trio
were arrested after Witherall bragged about the crime to an informant.

All three pled guilty.  Because Sunisa was still a minor, she received six months
imprisonment and probation until the age of eighteen.  While incarcerated, Witherall was able
to obtain information about another inmate’s threats against a witness in a separate case.  As
a result, the government moved for a substantial assistance departure for him and acquiesced
to a sentence of 156 months.5
Larry was sentenced last.  Under the Sentencing Guidelines, his adjusted Offense Level was
22.6 With no prior juvenile or adult arrests or convictions, his initial Guideline range was 41-
51 months.  However, the government had also required Larry to plead guilty to two counts
of aiding and abetting the use of a firearm during a crime of violence.  Under this statute, 18
U.S.C. §924(c), the judge was required to impose consecutive sentences of five years for the
first count and twenty years for the second count, adding twenty five years to his Guidelines
sentence, for a minimum sentence of 341 months.7

At the sentencing, there was first a discussion about a letter Larry had written to the judge
that indicated that he had not understood the length of the sentence required by the terms of
the plea. The judge asked his counsel, Mr. Ed David, whether Larry had understood his
sentencing exposure.  Mr. David seemed to hedge, stating that “apparently he knew it
because he wrote it,” but “of course it was just an estimate at that time.”8  Larry then spoke
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At sentencing, Witherall’s attorney explained how his mental illness, his use of LSD,
combined  with his sudden discharge from the Army, contributed to his poor judgment and reckless
behavior.  Judge Howard noted that he was surprised by the difference between Witherall in court and
his extremely dangerous conduct at the banks. Sent. Tr. at 13.
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Larry received upward adjustments because the victim was a financial institution, for the
amount of the loss, and for multiple counts.  He received a three point credit for his plea and
acceptance of responsibility.
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Larry’s sentence was upheld by Fourth Circuit in United States v. Schultz, 29 F.3d 1212
(Table); 1994 WL 249430 (4th Cir. (N.C.)).
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Sent. Tr. at 35.



up, saying that he had apparently misunderstood his attorney’s statements on this issue.  He
said that he had believed the second gun count would be dropped at sentencing and that was
why he had pled guilty.9  However, because the plea agreement itself clearly stated the
mandatory nature of the twenty year consecutive sentence on the second gun count, there was
no further discussion of the issue and Larry’s plea stood.10

Larry’s attorney did make what can only be described as a weak effort to lower his sentence.
His vague plea for a downward departure was rejected by the judge as having no legal
foundation under the Guidelines.11  He also tried to argue that Larry should have received a
substantial assistance reduction because he cooperated after he was arrested; helping the
police conduct their search and telling them where to find and how to identify Witherall.  In
rejecting this argument as well, Judge Howard told the lawyer

[Y]ou’ve got to give me something to hang my hat on.  I don’t have the authority.
The powerful people in this room today are sitting at that Government table there, by
virtue of the United States Congress writing these laws the way they have.12

Judge Howard then addressed the prosecutor, saying that “. . .[Y]ou are the one who has the
power, I don’t. . . .  Now help me.”   However, because the government did not need Larry to
prosecute his co-defendants and because Larry had no information about any other cases or
crimes, the government declined the judge’s request.13

Judge Howard next took up the question of co-defendant disparity with the government.  He
told the prosecutor
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Larry insists that his attorney told him the second gun count “would be taken care of” and that
he should sign the plea agreement as is.  Letter received August 6, 2005 to author at 2 (on file with
author).
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Given the overwhelming proof and the likelihood of cooperation from his co-defendants,
allowing Larry to withdraw his plea and proceed to trial had risks.  On the one hand, his physical
absence during the second robbery and the fact that the gun used in the second robbery was
Witherall’s might have provided a basis for a talented defense attorney to persuade a jury to acquit on
that count, saving Larry twenty years.  On the other hand, if he lost at trial, his sentence would likely
have been even longer because he would have lost the reduction for acceptance of responsibility.
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 When questioned by Judge Howard as to the basis for a departure, his attorney stated, “Well,
because of who he is, Your Honor, and based upon his entire background; even from the first
moment. . . .”   At this point, Judge Howard cut him off, stating “There is no basis for a downward
departure in the sentencing guidelines for because someone is who they are.  Now, we have to get
specific, Mr. David.”  His attorney’s plaintive response was only, “Your Honor, that’s all I could
find.”  Sent. Tr. at 31.  In his written objections, Mr. David argued that Larry’s Guideline sentence
should be reduced because he was less culpable than Witherall because Larry did not enter either bank
and he did not provide the firearm used in the second robbery.  However, because Larry was charged
with conspiracy, his culpability was assessed based upon his full participation in the planning process
and this argument failed as well.
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Sent. Tr. at 31-32.
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[L]et me tell you I am having grave difficulty with the prospective disparity of these
two sentences.  You know, and I think it was with your blessing, that the last
defendant, Mr. Witherall, walked out of here with a hundred and fifty-six months.
This young man is now facing three hundred forty to three fifty-two.  And I
understand the Government has its basis for that other motion.  But somehow we have
to find a way to get more parity in this circumstance.14

The government responded that co-defendant disparity was not a recognized basis for a
downward departure and that there was nothing the judge could legally do.  At this point,
Judge Howard seems to have become upset at the situation. He asked the prosecutor, “You
are just telling me the law is blind if there is some statute out there?” The Assistant U.S.
Attorney, John Bennett, responded by saying, “Congress passed those law, maybe it is
Congress that is blind.  But they are the ones who passed the laws.  And they didn’t build a
whole lot of discretion into the system, particularly on the 924(c) counts.”15 Judge Howard
asked Bennett if he thought it was fair.  Bennett said, “Perhaps; perhaps not,” and then twice
more reiterated that Congress had written the rules, not him.  With regard to the disparity
created by the substantial assistance agreement with Witherall, Bennett noted that he had
deliberately not recommended a specific sentence for Larry’s co-defendant.  At this point,
Judge Howard ended his exchange with the prosecutor, thanking him for being as candid as
he could be under the circumstances, and continued the sentencing after requesting that the
defense attorney look into other avenues to reduce the sentence.

Nevertheless, when he brought the case back a month and a half later, nothing had changed.
As the judge put it, “The problem is that it appears that there is no recourse, that the second
gun count carries a mandatory 20 years. . . .  Everywhere I turned, I run into a legal stone
wall.”16  Larry attempted to delay the sentencing because his family was attempting to retain
a new attorney for him but that request was denied.  The Court then imposed the minimum
sentence allowed by the law of 341 months.

At the time, it was not fully clear what had led Larry to this situation.  Judge Howard had his
theory at sentencing.  When Larry tried to apologize for his conduct, Judge Howard told him,
Well, the more I read that  presentence report, it sounded to me like you were in love . . . and
that’s why you were robbing banks.   And so you let this other young man and that loving
girl, they are really what led you down the primrose path.  Is that the truth?”  Larry agreed,
stating, “this was all out of love and now I find that it’s a big mistake.”17

Larry has tried his best to make his time in prison count.  He has taken over twenty courses at
Altamaha Technical College, earning mostly A grades with a smattering of B’s.  Larry has
also pursued his original interest in art, and by all accounts, has become a prolific and
talented artist.  One of his paintings was accepted by the Promised Land Foundation which is
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Sent. Tr. at 39-40.
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Sent. Tr. at 7-8.
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Sent. Tr. at 39.  See supra, n. 4 (discussing in more detail the financial and personal problems
that Larry now says he faced at the time).



building a park in Jerusalem.  The letter of thanks ironically states that “Hopefully, you will
be able to join us for the ceremony on the Park’s opening day.”18

The other tragedy of Larry’s incarceration has been its impact on his parents. While they
remain very supportive of him, both have suffered significant mental distress. His mother’s
letters, written in Japanese, are now difficult to understand and he believes she is not in
control of her faculties.19 His father, a Vietnam veteran, is being treated by a Veteran’s
Hospital Psychiatric ward for schizophrenia, and he suffered a stroke in 2003.20   Neither is
likely to be alive on his current release date in 2017.

Larry writes that he knows that Witherall is out of prison and living in Las Vegas but he has
no idea what he or Sunisa are doing but that neither of them are “of concern to me anymore.
I’m working on my future by building a foundation in art . . . and the college course to
solidify my success.”21

Compiled from PSI, Sentencing Transcript, inmate letters, PACER docket sheet (partial),
appellate opinions.
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March 5, 1997 letter from The Promised Land Foundation, Inc. to Larry Schultz (copy on file
with author).
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His mother has been diagnosed with serious depression.  Other mental illness runs in his
family with a grandfather who was schizophrenic and an aunt and cousin also with serious mental
problems.  April  16, 2003 letter to author at 1 (on file with author).
20

Larry’s sister Amy was only six years old at the time of Larry’s arrest.  She too has suffered
by

 growing up alone in a home with her ill parents.
21

Letter received August 6, 2005 to author at 3.  In addition to his success in his courses at
Altamaha Technical College, Larry has completed dozens of art projects including portraits for other
inmates.


